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Background: Generic job-exposure matrices (JEMs) are often used in population-based epide-
miologic studies to assess occupational risk factors when only the job and industry information of
each subject is available. JEM ratings are often based on professional judgment, are usually or-
dinal or semi-quantitative, and often do not account for changes in exposure over time. We pres-
ent an empirical Bayesian framework that combines ordinal subjective JEM ratings with
benzene measurements. Our aim was to better discriminate between job, industry, and time dif-
ferences in exposure levels compared to using a JEM alone.

Methods: We combined 63 221 short-term area air measurements of benzene exposure (1954–
2000) collected during routine health and safety inspections in Shanghai, China, with indepen-
dently developed JEM intensity ratings for each job and industry using a mixed-effects model.
The fixed-effects terms included the JEM intensity ratings for job and industry (both ordinal,
0–3) and a time trend that we incorporated as a b-spline. The random-effects terms included
job (n 5 33) and industry nested within job (n 5 399). We predicted the benzene concentration
in two ways: (i) a calibrated JEM estimate was calculated using the fixed-effects model parame-
ters for calendar year and JEM intensity ratings; (ii) a job-/industry-specific estimate was calcu-
lated using the fixed-effects model parameters and the best linear unbiased predictors from the
random effects for job and industry using an empirical Bayes estimation procedure. Finally,
we applied the predicted benzene exposures to a prospective population-based cohort of women
in Shanghai, China (n 5 74 942).

Results: Exposure levels were 13 times higher in 1965 than in 2000 and declined at a rate that
varied from 4 to 15% per year from 1965 to 1985, followed by a small peak in the mid-1990s. The
job-/industry-specific estimates had greater differences between exposure levels than the cali-
brated JEM estimates (97.5th percentile/2.5th percentile exposure level, BGR95B: 20.4 versus
3.0, respectively). The calibrated JEM and job-/industry-specific estimates were moderately cor-
related in any given year (Pearson correlation, rp 5 0.58). We classified only those jobs and
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industries with a job or industry JEM exposure probability rating of 3 (.50% of workers exposed)
as exposed. As a result, 14.8% of the subjects and 8.7% of the employed person-years in the study
population were classified as benzene exposed. The cumulative exposure metrics based on the cali-
brated JEM and job-/industry-specific estimates were highly correlated (rp 5 0.88).

Conclusions: We provide a useful framework for combining quantitative exposure data with
expert-based exposure ratings in population-based studies that maximized the information
from both sources. Our framework calibrated the ratings to a concentration scale between rat-
ings and across time and provided a mechanism to estimate exposure when a job/industry
group reported by a subject was not represented in the exposure database. It also allowed
the job/industry groups’ exposure levels to deviate from the pooled average for their respective
JEM intensity ratings.

Keywords: benzene; job-exposure matrix; mixed-effects models; retrospective exposure assessment

INTRODUCTION

Generic job-exposure matrices (JEMs) are often used
in population-based epidemiologic studies of occupa-
tional risk factors. Generic JEMs link a range of occupa-
tions and industries to exposure metrics for exposure
agents of interest (Hoar et al., 1980; Kauppinen et al.,
1997, 2009; Kennedy et al., 2000; Kromhout and
Vermeulen, 2001; Teschke et al., 2002; Pukkala et al.,
2005). Validation and reliability studies have shown that
generic JEMs usually have poor sensitivity and fail to
account for heterogeneity in exposure levels within jobs
and across time (Kromhout and Vermeulen, 2001;
Teschke et al., 2002). Nevertheless, JEMs are often
the only possible exposure assessment approach in pop-
ulation-based studies that have limited occupational in-
formation. Thus, efforts to develop new approaches to
improve the performance of JEMs remain important.

The values of a JEM’s exposure metrics are generally
based on professional judgment, although exposure da-
tabases have supplemented the subjective ratings in
some JEMs (Kauppinen et al., 1997, 2009; Pukkala
et al., 2005). When measurement data are available, ex-
posure assessors can override the subjective rating and
directly use the measurement data or they can use the
measurements as part of the evidence in making their
exposure decisions. The approach used may depend
on the number of measurements available and the pur-
pose for which the measurements were collected (e.g.
representative samples, inspection samples). However,
the two sources of information—professional judgment
and exposure measurements—have not been combined
in a transparent systematic framework thus far in the
development of generic JEMs.

In this paper, we describe a systematic approach to
combine both subjective ratings of exposure from
a benzene-specific JEM and a large database of in-
spection measurements to assess historical benzene
exposure for a prospective population-based cohort
of women in Shanghai, China (Zheng et al., 2005).

We combined the two sources of information using
a mixed-effects model framework, which has been
previously used to combine group- with subgroup-
or individual-level information in other exposure
contexts (Friesen et al., 2006b; McCracken et al.,
2009). In this framework, the group variables (i.e.
JEM rating) are incorporated as fixed effects and the
subgroup variables (i.e. job–industry combination)
are incorporated as random effects. By treating sub-
group variables as random effects, each subgroup
contributes to the estimate of the group mean to which
it belongs while also providing a mechanism to obtain
an estimate of the subgroup’s deviation in the expo-
sure level compared to the group’s estimate. The mag-
nitude of the deviation is obtained from the model’s
estimates of the best linear unbiased predictors
(BLUPs) from each random effect. The BLUPs work
as a ‘shrinkage estimator’ that ‘shrinks’ the estimate
toward the group estimate when the measurements
are sparse and/or highly variable and ‘pulls’ the esti-
mate toward the individual or subgroup estimate when
more measurements are available and/or the exposure
variability is low. The resulting model can be used to
estimate both a group and a subgroup exposure esti-
mate for the study subjects: the group estimate uses
only the model’s fixed-effects parameters, whereas
the subgroup estimate uses both the fixed-effects pa-
rameters and the BLUPs. The BLUPs are assumed
normally distributed, with a between-subgroup vari-
ance. Thus, for most subgroups, the subgroup esti-
mate will be nearly identical to the group estimate.
However, the subgroup estimate will vary from the
group estimate if its exposure estimate differs from
the other subgroups within the same group.

This approach provides two critical improvements
to the exposure assessment compared to using either
data source alone. First, our model calibrated the rat-
ings across categories and across time to a measure-
ment scale while accounting for data clusters. This
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calibrated the JEM and provided a way to estimate ex-
posure for jobs and industries that were not repre-
sented in the exposure database. Second, our model
allowed the job-/industry-exposure levels to deviate
from their respective JEM intensity ratings by using
the BLUP estimates from the job and industry ran-
dom-effects model terms (obtained using an
empirical Bayes procedure) to calculate a job-/indus-
try-specific benzene exposure estimate. By combin-
ing the data sources, our aim was to better
discriminate between time, job, and industry differen-
ces in benzene exposure in this study population com-
pared to using only a JEM to estimate exposure.

METHODS

Study population

The Shanghai Women’s Health Study is a
population-based prospective cohort study of 74 942
women, aged 40–70 years, enrolled from seven com-
munities in urban Shanghai between 1996 and 2000.
This cohort has been described previously by Zheng
et al. (2005). At enrollment, each woman completed
a self-administered occupational history questionnaire,
which included questions on the factory name, job title,
description of work tasks, and the employment dates for
all jobs held for at least 1 year since the age of 16. Each
free-text job and employer reported in the occupational
histories was standardized to codes in the Standard
Chinese Classification of Industries and Occupations
for the third national census (1982) by investigators
from the Shanghai Cancer Institute. Other components
of the enrollment questionnaire were administered by
an interviewer and included demographic and lifestyle
factors, medical history, residential history, and other
non-occupational risk factors. Over 99% of the women
were employed outside the home, with an average em-
ployment duration of 28 years at study enrollment.

Exposure sources

Job-exposure matrices. Investigators at the National
Cancer Institute and Prevention (Shanghai CDC) used
professional judgment to develop a job-specific and an
industry-specific exposure matrix for benzene exposure
in Shanghai, China. The jobs and industries were classi-
fied using the hierarchical coding scheme from the
Standard Chinese Classification of Industries and Occu-
pations for the third national census (1982), which in-
cluded 306 job classes and 248 industry classes at the
three-digit level. The job- and industry-exposure matri-
ces were developed independently from each other,
based on an approach described by Dosemeci et al.
(1989). Thus, each work history record in the study

was assigned both a job JEM rating and an industry
JEM rating for each exposure metric.

For both the job- and industry-specific matrices, ex-
perts rated the probability (Pjob, Pind) and intensity
(Ijob, Iind) of benzene exposure using an ordinal scale
(0–3) for a single time point. The probability ratings
were defined based on the estimated proportion of
workers potentially exposed to benzene: 0 for no ex-
posure, 1 for ,5% exposed, 2 for 5–50% exposed,
and 3 for .50% exposed. The intensity ratings were
defined based on the 1980 maximum allowable con-
centration (MAC) for occupational benzene exposure
in China (40 mg m�3; 1 ppm 5 3.25 mg m�3 at
20�C): 0 for very low or negligible exposure, 1 for
above background but ,10% of the MAC, 2 for
10–100% of the MAC, and 3 for above the MAC.
Exposure database. An exposure database was

compiled from benzene short-term stationary (area)
air measurements (n 5 70 937) after removal of
the duplicate, environmental, and non-routine meas-
urements. The measurements were taken between
1953 and 2000 during inspections conducted by the
Shanghai Health and Anti-epidemic Station, later re-
named the Shanghai CDC, and abstracted from paper
and electronic records maintained at municipal and
district stations. The database included the sampling
date, factory name, type of industry and job (coded
using the same classification system used in the study
population), sampling location, and air concentra-
tion. Monitoring records for 1990 and 1991 were
missing. The factory names changed often, thus it
was not possible to standardize the free-text factory
name field. We were also unable to standardize the
sample location field.

Data treatment

At the three-digit classification level, the inspection
data included 108 of 171 exposed job classes (proba-
bility rating .0) and 129 of 167 exposed industry
classes. Overall, there were 1028 job–industry combi-
nations at the three-digit level in the inspection data.
We combined similar jobs and industries to reduce
the number of parameters that needed to be estimated
while blind to the JEM ratings and measurements.
This resulted in 33 job groups and 399 unique job/
industry groups.

The estimated proportion of samples collected by
powdered glass plate sampler versus syringes and ana-
lyzed by spectrophotometry versus gaschromatography
in Shanghai, China, are reported in Fig. A1 in Supple-
mentary Appendix 1 (available at Annals of Occupa-
tional Hygiene online). Generally, before 1980,
historical benzene measurements in China were col-
lected mainly by powdered glass plate sampler and
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analyzed by spectrophotometry. After 1980, the meas-
urements were collected mainly by syringes and have
been analyzed by gas chromatography. As this informa-
tion was not recorded in the database, we used data from
a separate benzene study under way at the National
Cancer Institute to estimate each method’s probability
of use over time and adjusted the measurements ac-
cordingly (described in Supplementary Appendix 1,
available at Annals of Occupational Hygiene online).
This adjustment lowered pre-1980 exposure levels by
an average of 15% (range 7–18%) and post-1980 expo-
sure levels by an average of 0.6% (range 0–5%).

We treated any measurement with a value,3.25 mg
m�3 as a sample below the limit of detection (LOD;
50% of measurements). We imputed values for these
measurements using a previously described imputation
procedure (Lubin et al., 2004). The imputation proce-
dure assumed that the data were log-normally distrib-
uted and used the measurements above the LOD to
determine the parameters of that distribution. Values
for each sample below the LOD were then randomly
drawn from the exposure distribution. We repeated the
imputation procedure five times, to obtain five data sets.

Statistical model

The model was developed using the ‘proc mixed’
restricted maximum likelihood method in SAS ver-
sion 9.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) using
the structure shown in equation (1). The SAS code
for the procedures below is included in Supplemen-
tary Appendix 2 (available at Annals of Occupational
Hygiene online). We excluded 184 (0.3%) measure-
ments where the JEM intensity rating for either job
group or industry class was 0.

Ln
�
Yadj

�
jifd

5 b0 þ
X

bT þ
X

bIjob

þ
X

b
�
Ijob � Iind

�
þ bJj

þ bIndðJÞji þ bOjif þ ejifd: ð1Þ

The model terms were as follows:

� Ln(Yadj)jifd was the natural log-transformed ben-
zene concentration (adjusted for analytical
method) on dth day, in fth factory, in ith industry
class, and jth job group.

� b0 was the model intercept.
� Twas the b-spline time trend terms obtained using

‘proc transreg’ to transform calendar year into
a series of linear terms. We increased the numbers
of knots from 1 upwards in increments of 1 until
we observed no additional improvement in model
fit based on the Akaike Information Criteria. We
saw no improvement in model fit from increasing
from 4 to 5 knots, thus we report only the model

with a b-spline based on 4 knots and 3 degrees
of freedom, which can be described by seven lin-
ear terms, b1 to b7 (number of knots þ the number
of degrees of freedom).

� Ijob was a categorical variable for the JEM inten-
sity ratings for job (b1 to b3).

� Iind was a categorical variable for the JEM inten-
sity ratings for industry class that we nested within
the job rating Ijob (b1 to b3). Preliminary analyses
revealed that Ijob explained more variability in the
data than Iind and that the joint effect of Ijob and Iind

(nine unique combinations) could be described by
including Ijob as a main effect and parameterizing
the effect of industry as a nested effect within jobs
rated 2 or 3, but not 1. We use this simpler param-
eterization in the final model.

� Jwas a random-effect term for job class (b1 to b33).
� Ind(J) was a random-effect term for industry

class nested within job class (b1 to b399).
� O was a random-effect term for the measurement

occurrence number (b1 to b13 282), which we de-
fined as a unique sampling date–unstandardized
factory name combination, and was used to account
for correlation between repeated measurements col-
lected within the same factory on the same sampling
date (average number of measurements collected
per occurrence: 4.1, maximum: 79).

� e was the residual error (within occurrence).

J, Ind(J),O, and ewere assumed statistically indepen-
dent and normally distributed with mean 0 and variances
rBJ

2, rBI(J)
2, rBO

2, and rWO
2, representing the between-

job, between-industry/-job, between-occurrence, and
within-occurrence variance components, respectively.
All variance components were assumed equal across
job groups and industry classes using a uniform variance
structure.

We obtained BLUP estimates of the coefficients for
the job and job/industry random effects using an em-
pirical Bayes procedure, where their unknown param-
eters were replaced by their restricted maximum
likelihood estimates in the Bayesian calculations
(Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000). The above model
was derived separately for each of the five imputed
data sets and the results were then combined using
‘proc mianalyze’ to derive the overall parameter esti-
mates, standard errors, and confidence limits for each
model parameter, including the BLUP estimates for
job and job/industry group.

Application of model to study population

The model was used to calculate two estimates of
benzene exposure for the three-digit job/industry clas-
sifications reported in the study population. The first
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was a calibrated JEM estimate that was calculated
from the fixed-effects parameters for year and JEM in-
tensity ratings, which calibrated the JEM ratings while
accounting for the clustering within the random ef-
fects. The second was a job-/industry-specific estimate
that was calculated from the fixed effects and included
the BLUP estimates for job group and industry class
nested within job group, which allowed the exposure
level to deviate from the pooled estimate for the JEM
ratings.

We assigned the predicted benzene estimates from
the models to a work history record from the Shanghai
Women’s Health Study only when one of the two con-
ditions was met: (i) job probability rating 5 3 or (ii)
industry probability rating 5 3 and job probability rat-
ing� 1 because specificity is more important than sen-
sitivity when the exposure prevalence is low (Flegal
et al., 1986; Dosemeci and Stewart, 1996; Kromhout
and Vermeulen, 2001). All other work history records
were assigned zero exposure. For the years before
1965, we assigned the 1965 exposure levels because
of sparse data. For work history records with exposed
job/industry groups that were not represented in the
exposure database, we assigned a value of 0 to the
job/industry BLUP estimate. We calculated the cumu-
lative exposure of each study subject using both the
calibrated JEM estimates and the job-/industry-
specific estimates.

Comparison of model estimates

Comparing the calibrated JEM estimates to the job-/
industry-specific estimates provides an estimate of the
gain in information from using the BLUP estimates.
For the subset of job/industry groups assigned as ex-
posed based on the probability rating, we used the Pear-
son correlation statistic to examine the relationship
between the calibrated JEM estimates and the job-/
industry-specific estimates for the year 1980 (median
year of employment in the study population). A high
correlation would indicate minimal gain from the use
of the BLUPestimates to calculate job-/industry-specific
estimates. We also divided the 97.5th percentile of the
predicted geometric means (GMs) by the 2.5th per-
centile as a measure of the ability of the model to dis-
criminate between-job/-industry differences in
exposure, which is approximately analogous to the

BGR95 ratio described by Kromhout and Heederik
(1995) to represent the exposure variability within
a group. We also compared the effect of using the
job-/industry-specific estimates versus the calibrated
JEM estimates in the calculation of cumulative expo-
sure metrics for the exposed study subjects in the
Shanghai Women’s Health Study using the Pearson
correlation statistic.

RESULTS

Description of the data

The average method-adjusted benzene concentra-
tion in the data set was 43.3 mg m�3 [GM 5 3.5 mg
m�3, geometric standard deviation (GSD) 5 13.9,
maximum 5 1500 mg m�3]). The measurements were
distributed unevenly among the job and industry inten-
sity ratings (Table 1). The majority of the measure-
ments (77%) had an intensity rating of 3 for either
job or industry; only 15% of the measurements had
an intensity rating of 1 for either job or industry. The
exposure measurements spanned nearly the entire
study period in the Shanghai Women’s Health Study
(Fig. 1), although the measurements were sparse until
the mid-1970s. The median year for the exposure
measurements was 1988 and the median year for the
employed person-years was 1980.

Benzene model

We report the model parameters for the fixed-effects
model terms and the variance components in Table 2.
Just under half of the database’s large GSD was
within-measurement occasion variance. When com-
pared to thevariance components from a model with on-
ly random effects (not shown), the time trend and JEM
intensity ratings explained 43% of the between-job var-
iability, 13% of the between-industry (nested within
job) variability, and 14% of the between-occasion vari-
ability. Exposure levels increased with both increasing
job and industry intensity rating. The highest job inten-
sity rating was three times higher [3�1/exp(�1.146)]
than the lowest job intensity rating and the highest in-
dustry intensity rating was two times higher [2�1/ex-
p(�0.676)] than the lowest industry intensity rating.

Exposure levels in 1965 were 13 times higher than
in 2000 (Fig. 2). The exposure levels declined at a rate
of 4–15% per year from the mid-1960s to the mid-
1980s, followed by a small peak in the mid-1990s.
We observed a slight increase in exposures from
1954 (when the data began) to 1965, but the time
trend in that period was relatively uncertain because
only 5% of the measurements were collected in this

Table 1. Number of measurements used in model
development by JEM intensity rating for job (Ijob) and
industry (Iind).

Number of measurements (%)

Iind 5 1 Iind 5 2 Iind 5 3 Iind 5 all

Ijob 5 1 546 (1) 747 (1) 49 (0) 1342 (2)

Ijob 5 2 2138 (3) 11 223 (18) 9355 (15) 22 716 (36)

Ijob 5 3 5242 (8) 27 498 (44) 6239 (10) 38 979 (62)

Ijob 5 all 7926 (13) 39 468 (63) 15 643 (25) 63 037 (100)
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period. Because of this uncertainty, we assigned 1965
exposure levels for jobs held before 1965.

We assigned non-zero benzene exposure levels when
the probability rating for job was 3 or when the probabil-
ity rating for industry was 3 and the job probability rating
was�1. Only 370 (36%) of the original 1028 three-digit
job/industry groups in the measurement database met
this criterion, but this subset accounted for 81.5% of
the exposure measurements. We list the BLUP esti-
mates and the 1980 exposure levels based on both the
calibrated JEM and the job-/industry-specific estimates
for this subset in Supplementary Table S1 (available at
Annals of Occupational Hygiene online). The most fre-
quently measured job group was painter (46 982 meas-

urements, Standardized Occupation Code (SOC) 901),
with an average predicted GM in 1980 of 4.7 mg m�3

based on the job-/industry-specific estimates and 3.8
mg m�3 based on the calibrated JEM estimates. The
painters’ exposure levels varied by industry. For exam-
ple, the predicted job-/industry-specific exposure esti-
mates in 1980 were 10.9 mg m�3 for painters in
wooden ware manufacturing (n 5 1405, Standardized
Industry Code (SIC) 263), 7.7 mg m�3 in motor vehicle
manufacturing (n5 1593, SIC 472), and 3.8 mg m�3 in
the surface treatment of metals industry (n5 4850, SOC
472). These differences in exposure between painters in
the same industry were captured with the industry ran-
dom-effect term (the industry BLUPs were 0.44, 0.57,

Fig. 1. Distribution of (a) employed person-years and (b) the number of available benzene measurements in the exposure database
by calendar year. Graphical representation is based on Vlaanderen et al. (2010).
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and �0.12 for these three industries, respectively), but
the industry differences were not captured when the cali-
bratedJEMestimateswereused(4.2mgm�3 forpainters
in each of these three industries). We illustrate the calcu-
lation of the job-/industry-specific exposure estimate us-

ing the example of painters in wooden ware
manufacturing: the job-/industry-specific estimate is
the product of the time trend multiplier (year 1980 5

6.8, Supplementary Table S1) multiplied by the antilogs
of the model parameters for the job intensity rating [for

Table 2. Fixed-effects model parameters and variance components.

Fixed-effects terms/variance components Null model, parameter estimatesa Full model, parameter estimatesa

Estimate SE Estimate SE

Fixed-effects terms

Intercept 1.16 0.11 0.682 0.234

Time trend termsb

Spline term 1 2.510 0.301

Spline term 2 2.648 0.282

Spline term 3 2.904 0.218

Spline term 4 1.193 0.165

Spline term 5 2.551 0.184

Spline term 6 0.253 0.191

Spline term 7 Ref.

Expert intensity rating (I)

Ijob 5 1 �1.146 0.263

Ijob 5 2 �0.425 0.194

Ijob 5 3 Ref.

Ijob 5 2/3 � Iind 5 1 �0.676 0.151

Ijob 5 2/3 � Iind 5 2 �0.483 0.138

Ijob 5 2/3 � Iind 5 3 Ref.

Variance components

Between job 0.23 0.10 0.13 0.07

Between industry(job) 0.55 0.10 0.48 0.10

Between occurrence 3.97 0.07 3.40 0.06

Within occurrence 3.05 0.02 3.05 0.02

Total variance 7.80 7.06

Ref., reference group; SE, standard error.
aThe random-effects parameter estimates are presented in a separate table.
bSee Supplementary Table S1 (available at Annals of Occupational Hygiene online) for values for spline terms 1–7 for each year.

Fig. 2. Time trend in the predicted GM of benzene exposure, incorporating a linear extrapolation between 1986 and 2000 exposure
levels, by job intensity rating (Ijob). Ijob 5 1 (long dash line/short dash line); Ijob 5 2 (dashed line); Ijob 5 3 (solid line). Industry

intensity rating was held constant at 3.
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job intensity 5 3, exp(0) 5 1], the industry probability
rating [for industry intensity 5 3, exp(0) 5 1], the job
BLUP [exp(0.04) 5 1.04], and the industry BLUP
[exp(0.44) 5 1.55], resulting in a job-/industry-specific
estimate of 10.9 mg m�3 (6.8 � 1 � 1 � 1.04 � 1.55
5 10.9). Machine operators in rubber production (n 5

1084) and leather goods production workers (e.g. shoe-
makers using adhesives that include benzene, n 5

5896) were also frequently monitored, with predicted
job-/industry-specific GMs of 10.7 and 4.8 mg m�3 in
1980, respectively.

Application to study population

We show the distribution of employed person-years
from hire year to study enumeration by the exposure
probability ratings in Table 3; 14.8% of the subjects
and 8.7% of the employed person-years were classified
as benzene exposed based on our exposure criteria. For
the exposed subjects, the mean duration of exposure
was 17 years (maximum 5 50 years; interquartile
range, 9–24 years). For a small proportion of the ex-
posed person-years, the exposure estimates were based
on only the job group BLUP estimates (6.5%), rather
than both the job and job/industry BLUP estimates.

Comparison of predicted benzene concentrations

We show the distribution of the predicted job-/
industry-specific estimates for the year 1980 by job
and industry intensity ratings in Fig. 3. The combina-
tion where both job and industry intensity ratings
equaled 1 was not observed in the subset. We ob-
served a large variability in assigned GMs within
the JEM intensity ratings, with some degree of overlap
between categories.

The job-/industry-specific estimates resulted in
greater differences in exposure between job/industry
groups (BGR95 5 20.4) than the calibrated JEM esti-
mates (BGR95 5 3.0). The greater discrimination was
not surprising because the fixed effects predicted only
seven distinct exposure levels per year. For our refer-
ence year of 1980, the calibrated JEM estimates and
the job-/industry-specific estimates were only moder-
ately correlated (Pearson correlation, rp 5 0.58). For
the exposed subjects, the correlation between the
cumulative benzene metric based on the calibrated
JEM estimates and the cumulative benzene metric
based on the job-/industry-specific estimates was 0.88.

DISCUSSION

Table 3. Employed person-years in the Shanghai Women’s Health Study by job (Pjob) and industry (Pind) probability rating.

Employed person-years, in thousands (%)

Pind 5 0 Pind 5 1 Pind 5 2 Pind 5 3 Pind 5 all

Pjob 5 0 273 (12.7) 467 (21.8) 181 (8.4) 27 (1.2) 823 (38.4)

Pjob 5 1 37 (1.7) 548 (25.6) 184 (8.6) 29 (1.3) 819 (38.2)

Pjob 5 2 5 (0.2) 58 (2.7) 178 (8.3) 39 (1.8) 384 (17.9)

Pjob 5 3 2 (0.1) 31 (1.4) 69 (3.2) 15 (0.7) 118 (5.5)

Pjob 5 all 317 (14.8) 1104 (51.5) 613 (28.6) 110 (5.1) 2144 (100.0)

Bolded cells represent job/industry groups that were assigned exposure estimates.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the predicted benzene exposure for job/industry groups with the same intensity ratings for the year 1980.
The box shows the interquartile range (IQR) when the empirical Bayes terms were used to predict benzene concentration. The line
within the box shows the median estimate, the whiskers show 1.5 � IQR, and the dots show the outliers. X shows the predicted
concentration when the empirical Bayes terms were not used. The figure includes only the subset of job/industry groups that met
the criteria for assigning a non-zero benzene exposure based on having a high exposure probability rating (.50% of workers

exposed; n 5 370).
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In this paper, we presented a framework to maximize
the information from two sources of exposure data,
a benzene-specific JEM and exposure measurements,
to derive benzene estimates for subjects in a
population-based study. This approach allowed us
to better discriminate between exposure levels by ac-
counting for a 13-fold difference in exposure concen-
trations over four decades and a 20-fold difference in
exposure concentrations between job/industry groups.

The framework used here is similar to the ap-
proaches used to combine individual-/subgroup-level
and group-level exposure information using shrinkage
estimators to maximize accuracy and precision (Seixas
and Sheppard, 1996; Vermeulen et al., 2003; Friesen
et al., 2006; McCracken et al., 2009; Wild et al.
2002). In these examples and in this paper, the devia-
tion of the individual (i.e. job/industry) mean from
the group (i.e. JEM intensity rating) mean depended
upon the number of measurements and their variability.
The pooling of measurements at a group-level had the
added benefit of allowing the assignment of a group-
based exposure estimate to study subjects when no ex-
posure information is available at the individual level.
In this study, we used a tiered approach, starting from
more detail to less detail, to assign benzene estimates
to the study subjects. At the most detailed level, we as-
signed a job-/industry-specific exposure level when that
job/industry group was represented in the exposure da-
tabase. In its absence, we assigned a job-specific expo-
sure level, which accounted for 6.5% of the exposed
person-years. We could have also assigned a JEM in-
tensity rating-specific estimate when the job was not
represented in the exposure database; however, this sce-
nario did not occur in this study given the extended ex-
posure database that was created. The moderate
correlation between the calibrated JEM estimates and
job-/industry-specific estimates indicates that we were
able to extract additional information from the exposure
data set when we included the BLUP estimates beyond
simply calibrating the JEM intensity ratings across
time.

An alternate approach for combining expert ratings
and measurements is to use a full Bayesian framework
that uses the subjective ratings as exposure priors,
which are then updated using measurement data to form
a posterior distribution of the parameters of interest us-
ing Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations (Rama-
chandran and Vincent, 1999; Ramachandran, 2001;
Ramachandran et al., 2003; Hewett et al., 2006; Sottas
et al., 2009). Although it would have been possible to
implement a Bayesian framework in this study, we
did not do so for two reasons. First, studies that incor-
porated a Bayesian approach had study-specific infor-
mation on the variability in the subjective ratings in

the form of probability distributions of the expert inputs.
In this study, we had no measure of the uncertainty or
variability for the subjective ratings to provide informa-
tive priors and there was limited information in the lit-
erature to provide reasonable estimates for this context.
Second, the full Bayesian approach requires specialized
software and knowledge. Instead, we chose a data-
driven approach that could be implemented in any soft-
ware capable of mixed-effects (hierarchical) models
and is a model structure that is within the tool kit of
many research-based industrial hygienists.

Accounting for the changes in benzene exposure
across time was essential to reduce exposure misclas-
sification. Our time trend analyses provide a compre-
hensive evaluation of exposure time trends for
benzene in China for a 4.5-decade time period. Previ-
ous trend analyses have been limited to summarizing
the reported median benzene exposure concentrations
by year from 1979 to 2001 based on published data,
rather than routine inspection measurements (Liang
et al., 2005). The 13-fold exposure difference between
1965 and 2000 seen here parallels the exposure time
trends reported in North American and European
countries for other exposures, which generally ob-
served a strong decline in exposures in the 1970s
and early 1980s (Symanski et al., 1998a,b; Teschke
et al., 1999; Kromhout and Vermeulen, 2000; Ver-
meulen et al., 2000; Friesen et al., 2006a; Lavoue
et al., 2006, 2008; Creely et al., 2007; de Vocht
et al., 2008; Galea et al., 2009; van Tongeren et al.,
2009). The decline in exposure levels was not linear
on the natural or log-transformed scale. We captured
this non-linearity using a b-spline time trend, but the
data were too sparse to capture potential differences
in time trends between jobs or industries. The period
between 1965 and 1985 represented the period with
the largest changes in exposure, with exposure levels
declining between 4 and 15% per year. The small peak
in exposure levels in the mid-1990s was somewhat un-
expected. While this peak likely represents a period of
higher exposure levels coinciding with Chinese eco-
nomic reforms starting in the late 1980s through the
beginning of the 1990s, it may also be (partially) a data
artifact from changes in sampling method, analytical
method or measurement strategy (as described in Sup-
plementary Appendix 1, available at Annals of Occu-
pational Hygiene online). Support for a data artifact
can be found in the fact that the peak in exposure is
driven by a decrease in the number of measurements
,LOD while detectable levels continued to decline
during this time period. Despite the uncertainty in ex-
posure levels for this latter period, the cumulative ex-
posures for the subjects were robust, with a correlation
of 0.997 between the cumulative metrics with and
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without excluding the mid-1990s peak. Overall, this
strong time trend indicates that a JEM based on a sin-
gle time point would miss crucial exposure differen-
ces between subjects if the study years spanned this
period of major change, as it did in our application
to the Shanghai Women’s Health Study.

The predicted exposure levels monotonically in-
creased with increasing intensity rating for both job
and industry. To assess the experts’ intensity estimates
in the JEM, we qualitatively compared the predicted
GMs for 1980 (median study year) for the job intensity
ratings to the cut points used by the experts in the JEM
development. The 1980 predicted GM for job intensity
ratings of 1, 2, and 3 were 2.5, 4.0, and 7.5 mg m�3, re-
spectively. Because the experts aimed to assign JEM in-
tensity ratings based on the arithmetic mean (AM) of
full-shift samples, we did not use the large data-driven
GSD from our short-term samples to calculate an esti-
mate AM. Instead, we calculated estimates of the corre-
sponding AMs based on aGSD of 2.5, which was chosen
based on the previously reported variance components
for chemical gases and vapors (Kromhout et al.,
1993). Thus, these GMs approximately coincide with
AMs of 4, 6, and 11 mg m�3 {AM 5 GM � exp [0.5
� ln(GSD)2]} (Aitchison and Brown, 1963). The pre-
dicted AMs were consistent with the experts’ cut points
for intensity ratings of 1 (AM , 4 mg m�3) and 2 (AM
5 4–40 mg m�3). However, the predicted AM was
much lower than the cut point for intensity rating 3
(AM. 40 mg m�3). The relation between the predicted
AM and the JEM intensity categories will change across
time, but this qualitative comparison suggests the
experts were reasonably able to differentiate exposure
levels at the study midpoint.

Overall, our predicted exposure levels were lower
than exposure levels previously reported in a
multi-industry multi-center benzene-exposed cohort
(Dosemeci et al., 1994). High levels of benzene expo-
sure have also been reported in many workplaces
(Rothman et al., 1996; Vermeulen et al., 2004; Liang
et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2009). Many
of these reports relate to measurements collected during
surveys investigating benzene-poisoning events or in
workplaces targeted for molecular epidemiology stud-
ies because of known high exposure levels and thus
these reports do not necessarily represent the average
exposure scenario. The Shanghai CDC database used
here includes many measurements with very high expo-
sure concentrations that were similar to those reported
in the above studies; however, on average, the exposure
levels were lower than these previous reports. The lower
levels seen here may be because Shanghai may have
been quicker to adopt technological changes that low-
ered exposure levels and may have had more strict en-

forcement. Our lower exposure levels may have also
resulted from limitations in the exposure data, which
we describe below. Unfortunately, we could not validate
the exposure models because there was no other com-
prehensive external data set available. This is a common
limitation of most models developed for retrospective
exposure assessment and previous validation efforts
have been limited (Hornung et al., 1994; Burstyn
et al., 2002; Friesen et al., 2005; Vermeulen et al.,
2010). However, the models’ benzene estimates were
robust to assumptions and data treatment approaches.

The database of benzene measurements was a critical
component of our framework, but it provided only an
‘alloyed’ gold standard of exposure (Wacholder et al.,
1993; Stewart et al., 1996). The biggest limitation of this
data set was that it included only short-term area sam-
ples, whereas personal full-shift measurements provide
a better measure of the average exposure experienced by
the workers in each job and industry. Area samples can
both over- or underestimate the average personal expo-
sure depending on the placement of the sampling device
in relation to the source and the activity pattern of the
worker. Routine sampling in China occurred most often
in the far field but still close to the actual work process.
This probably would have led to an underestimation of
personal benzene exposure for jobs where the exposure
occurred mostly in the near field and where workers
were performing the exposed tasks for most of the
day. In situations where this did not apply, the area sam-
ples might have overestimated the exposure. Another
limitation is that this data set only represents the expo-
sure levels of the factories that fell under the Shanghai
CDC inspection program and might not have covered
all factories in the region. For instance, small companies
might not have beenvisited regularly and inspectionvis-
its of these smaller factories may have been limited to
post-incident surveys. The large number of samples be-
low the LOD provided some support that the measure-
ments represented a wide range of exposure scenarios,
rather than only worst-case scenarios.

There were also limitations to the data itself. First, it
was uncertain whether exposure levels were higher or
lower pre-1965 because of sparse data in this time pe-
riod. As a result, we assumed a constant exposure level
for jobs held pre-1965 (9% of exposed person-years).
Second, the exposure database did not identify the mea-
surement or analytical method used. As a result, we
used Shanghai-specific data from another study to cal-
ibrate the measurements to the syringe measurement
method and gas chromatography analysis method. Al-
though these assumptions may change the magnitude
of the exposure estimates, the rank order of the expo-
sure estimates was nearly perfectly correlated when
we varied our assumptions by changing how we treated
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the pre-1965 levels, by treating the mid-1990s exposure
peak as real or as a data artifact, or by adjusting or not
adjusting for the analytical method.

The �15% exposure prevalence for benzene is not
surprising for a cohort of Asian women as Asian
women had higher employment rates in this time pe-
riod, especially in manufacturing, than women in
most other countries (ILO, 2010). While the true prev-
alence of benzene exposure among the women in this
cohort is unknown, the prevalence of exposure that we
estimated for this female study population is higher
than the 8% prevalence observed for the controls in
a separate Shanghai case–control study (Wong et al.,
2010) and is higher or consistent with the 4–18%
prevalence of exposure in controls in previous Euro-
pean and US case–control studies (Seidler et al.,
2007; Wang et al., 2009; Cocco et al., 2010; Peplon-
ska et al., 2010). We could vary the proportion of ex-
posure by changing the criteria for assigning
exposure. Our a priori criteria were chosen to maxi-
mize specificity in the exposure assignment, which
is recommended when the exposure prevalence is
moderately low (Flegal et al., 1986; Dosemeci and
Stewart, 1996; Kromhout and Vermeulen, 2001). If in-
creased sensitivity was desired, we could relax the cri-
teria by including subjects whose job- and industry-
exposure probability rating were both 2 (5–50% of
workers exposed) as exposed. This would increase
the exposed person-years in the study from 8.5 to
16.8% and the number of ever-exposed subjects from
14.8 to 27.8%. We will examine the robustness of ex-
posure–disease associations to varying criteria for ap-
plying benzene estimates in future epidemiologic
analyses in the Shanghai Women’s Health Study.

In summary, we present a novel framework to
combine a JEM with exposure measurements to
maximize the exposure information. Our approach
could be extended to other exposures, JEMs, and ex-
posure databases. We were able to calibrate the rat-
ings to a concentration scale between ratings and
across time and provide a mechanism to estimate ex-
posure when a job/industry group reported by a sub-
ject was not represented in the exposure database.
We also allowed the job/industry groups’ exposure
levels to deviate from the pooled average for the
JEM ratings, which would correct for some exposure
misclassification in the JEM estimates if we assume
the data are reasonably representative of exposure
conditions. Although this approach cannot account
for the inherent variability within jobs and indus-
tries, we expect that the greater discrimination in ex-
posure levels from combining the JEM and exposure
measurements should improve the exposure assess-
ment in this study compared to using the JEM alone.
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